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“ Blessed are those who hear the Word of God and Keep it” 

VJ 75 – may God give peace The Blessed Virgin Mary Queen of peace 

 

 

 

 

The Great Celebration of Mary in Heaven is celebrated throughout the Church in West and East. It is 

also the anniversary of the end of the Second World War as a result of the Victory over Japan.  Japan 

that great but misled and fallen nation surrendered to Allied forces 75 years ago but at considerable 

and lasting cost. One of the titles given to Mary is Queen of Peace. She is often shown holding a 

dove or olive branch.  Quaint symbols can beguile us into thinking of peace as a cosy thing – the 

absence of conflict. Mary knew otherwise, she knew through her son, the prince of peace, that true 

peace is rarely without cost.  From the earliest of her earthly days, terror, fear, shock and pain were 

never far away.  At the very first visit with her son to the temple she was reminded that a sword would 

pierce her heart even though her son was destined to be the light of the nations and the glory of 

Israel.  

Mary bears many, almost endless, titles; Queen of heaven, the new eve, ark of the covenant, bride of 

heaven, cause of joy, our lady of sorrows, hope of Christians, mother of God, queen of creation, and 

yes Queen of peace.  They are all titles that derive from her relationship with Christ – nothing is hers 

in isolation from the one she bore.  



Even followers of Jesus missed the point and felt that anybody physically related to Jesus was 

worthier of high praise and blessing.  Jesus’s answer in the gospel to this is emphatically no!  Yet do 
not interpret this, as some more protestant inclined folk might, as a belittling of Mary – it is absolutely 

the opposite.  It is Mary’s spiritual relationship to God and subsequently to God through his Word 
made flesh that by God’s grace make her blessed and every title is derived from her relationship to 

God and a relationship that begins in absolute humility and obedience.   

Many of the veterans of the Far East have spoken of a closeness to their oppos in conflict closer than 

brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers.  It is a closeness that transcends the physical and is 

spiritual - they may not have had the eloquence of St.Paul but he speaks their unspoken language.  

Behind me to my right is a special tree, it is a ginko biloba.  It is special partly as this one was grown 

by my father and has been in my care this last twenty years or so. It is an ancient prehistoric tree 

common in Japan and the Far East (my father was fond of Japanese things).  Its specialness lies 

deeper than anything personal to me or mere age in earth’s history. It is a symbol of hope, of 

endurance and peace. Its leaves are biloba – two lobes like a heart that is broken but not quite. It is 

sometimes called the “maidenhead fern” in our culture and perhaps an allusion to the hope, 
endurance and peace that Mary “the hand maiden of the Lord” points to in spite of her pierced and 

nearly broken heart.  

On 6th August 1945 the first Atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima it was followed days later by 

Nagasaki.  In the first explosion 80000 died and many tens of thousands followed them in the days to 

come because of injury and sickness. 200000 in all.  We know the war which brought such cruelty to 

soldier and civilian alike at the hands of the Japanese was shortened, we know that more lives were 

saved than lost - but what horror!  We are right to commemorate rather than celebrate such a 

passing.  (Though muted commemoration because of the horror of atomic destruction should not dull 

our memories of the bravery of the allies who fought or the cruelty of the enemy).  

The Gink is special as it was the very first living thing to emerge from the black destruction and 

nothingness of Hiroshima.  Its roots are deep, its endurance extraordinary, its heart never quite 

broken.  Many a time I have been away for months on end thinking this one had died.  Returning 

soldiers can seem alive on the outside but are dead within the Ginko was the very opposite and this 

one would sprout again after shocking neglect and is still with me.  

The reading that we had from St.Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians was a long reading, we split it in 

two. It is perhaps the greatest writing of St.Paul – the ground of his hope and ours at the darkest of 

times. The whole of the chapter is a powerful reminder from St.Paul that new life, resurrection comes 

from relationship with God in Christ. The world can do its worst and yet it will not win.  It is not for 

nothing that the old prayer book demands that this chapter and no other is read at any funeral in the 

face of any death. Christ is the new creation, Christ is the second Adam, Christ overcomes the 

separation from God which is sin. Yet nothing is imposed from outside all is from within. Within 

creation, within humanity and within the heart.  God’s love must be received – there must be a yes.  

This is why God chose Mary a young girl to be the handmaiden of the lord, she said yes despite the 

heart break fear and cost.  The grace of God in Mary is hope for all of us – where Mary is, we can be 

– this is why Jesus rebukes the crowd – blessed are those who hear the word of God and keep it.  

This is why Mary is given these titles; not because she suckled Jesus physically but because she 

conceived God in her very self spiritually.  She nurtured the Word made flesh all the way, through all 

the pain and challenges with roots that ran deep.  She is made Mother of the Church by Christ 

himself from the cross that we, by the same grace, may bear new life and come to new life in this life 

and the life to come.  It is a place where death has no victory, no sting and no place.  It is a place 



where love hope and peace are imperishable. Wars will come again but Marys crown and place will 

never be shaken – nor will the place of any who have laid down their life for the sake of others and 

nor will the place of those who share Mary’s simple obedient faith.  

The Ginko is a very simple tree – not fancy quite plain. However within its plain leaves are many 

health giving properties and its endurance is a powerful metaphor and example in a world that seems 

ever more complex.  Mary in worldly terms would have been seen the same - simple and plain - no 

doubt.  But God calls us to be simple, blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the earth says 

Jesus. Simplicity can be incredibly beautiful and profound – it is at the heart of this building - this 

evoking of the earliest of Christian churches. Behind the simplicity is a truth more comprehensive that 

the most complex human mind can conceive.  The green for all of creation rests alongside the rose.  

In Greco-Roman culture the rose represents beauty and love. It is thorny and fleeting and speaks too 

of the fleetness of life of pain and death.  It is also another name for Mary – the spotless rose, bearing 

new creation amidst the thorns; witnessing both the death and resurrection of her Son. The gold 

Greek key motif for eternal life calls us to do what Mary did; to receive and bear the key to that life – 

none other than Jesus himself.  We cannot do it by replicating her physical proximity to Christ but we 

can do as Mary did; conceive God in our hearts and lives – we can hear the word of God and keep it 

– that is why she is blessed, that is why she wears an everlasting crown.  The same kingdom, crown 

and inheritance is ours too through our relationship with God in Christ – her place in heaven is our 

hope.  We come to this altar to receive the key to eternal life as a new creation and our hope of 

heaven too.  Mary’s pattern is ours:  to say yes, to bear Christ to others and to share his imperishable 

love and hope in a beautiful but fractured world.  

“ Blessed are those who hear the Word of God and Keep it” 
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